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Rain 

 

There’s a steady pitter-patter of rain on the aluminum roof of my truck’s cab. The weighted droplets 

glide down the smooth coating of the vehicle, washing away every trace of dirt and grime. The rhythmic 

tinkling transitions to thunderous applause1 as hail marks the grand finale of the storm’s performance. 

Glistening orbs delicately skate along my cabin’s slick metal roof and hang hesitantly on the eaves, only to 

tumble into the mud below. The raindrops accentuate the return of the sun, reflecting the bright brilliance 

into my eyes.  

The ground sighs heavily with the influx of moisture. Life seems to open up as the morning unfolds;2 

flowers flex themselves towards the sun and the soil drains the surface of puddles almost as quickly as they 

form.  

Earthworms breach the crumbling border of sky and earth, the border that sequesters them to the 

unclean land. They come oozing limply out of the earth to breath anew: water lavishes their delicate skin, 

permitting breath. They venture out, gambling their gizzard’s stones for a clean breath. Morning birds sit 

hunched on the branches concealed by foliage:3 shrouded merchants of death4. They regal each other with 

old tales, reminiscing on past mornings of bountiful harvests.  

Children are nonplussed as their infant minds aimlessly grasp for reasons explaining the worms’ 

sudden appearance from out of the ground. The earth holds many surprises for them, in an entire lifetime 

they will never understand it all. From the moment of entering to the moment of exiting the world5, we all 

grasp for answers. As infants, every action is filled with fascination. Children cut the worms in half and laugh 
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gleefully as one becomes two. But as they grow, and two become three, fascination then becomes a 

commodity as other objects entice their minds. Fascination and exploration belong to those of high intellect. 

Degree by degree, society separates us.  

During these storms I sit in my truck’s cab to ponder. The mornings are cold. My breath creates a 

clean canvas on the window for me to draw on. I’m not much of a drawer; my trees look like sticks and my 

animals . . . well, I don’t really know what those look like. But then again, cave paintings are pretty popular. 

My drawings aren’t too far off of those. When the sun sits atop the sky, the sketches will evaporate. I’ll be 

able to try again tomorrow.  

The soil is like a sponge6, and even sponges can only soak up so much. Inordinately large puddles 

are beginning to form. This place is notorious for its puddles. As human innovation powers ahead, it 

becomes clear that we have not empathized with nature. Such unempathetic acts have led to global warming. 

The extent of our puddle situation only dawned on us once global warming became more prominent. The 

permafrost started melting, making the ground less stable and more saturated. I often stare into those puddles 

and observe my reflection. I feel like I’m looking at my true self rather than my reflection. We are becoming 

more distant from nature, present but at the same time aloof; we aren’t really living in it.  

When I was digging out the foundation for my cabin, I had to displace a lot of dirt from the ground. 

I felt like I was imposing my own desires onto the land. I was reconfiguring the very border that the 

ecosystem has based itself off of for my own interests. The big piles of dirt are like mountains of shame7, 

casting their imposing shadows over my puny figure.  
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In the wilderness surrounding my home, there are many trails and campsites which people take full 

advantage of. There’s a rule among campers: Leave No Trace. We have altered the world in such a drastic 

way that we now protect “untouched” places with such rules.  

Humans feel the need to have an impact, in some way or another. Colonization was a way to spread 

the legacy and rule of one nation, there was an international race to get to the moon, and every place on earth 

has, in some way, been altered by human activity. Likewise, in society, we talk about leaving a legacy. Why is it 

that no other animal has so drastically left a legacy so huge and harmful as us? In animals, the limbic system 

releases chemicals that make you feel good when you reproduce. That is the basis of evolution, leaving a 

legacy is to leave descendants. But humans have, miraculously, moved beyond life of procreation. That feeling 

of leaving a legacy is still present, and we release it in other forms.  

We are constantly reminded that the world doesn’t keep spinning for us (it actually spins because it 

was formed by debris spinning around a newly formed star). The very rain that is filling up the puddles 

around my cabin came from all over the world. It was evaporated from Venice’s flooded streets and from 

Fort McMurray’s bloated river. The wondrous remnants of the natural world are still scarred with our cruel 

legacy.  


